Set at the dawn of the Greek War of Independence of 1821, "Cliffs of Freedom" is the story of an ill-fated romance between Anna Christina, a young Greek village girl, and Tariq, a conflicted Turkish officer who has doubts about his countrymen's brutal methods of governance. When their romance brings tragedy to her village, Anna Christina swears revenge against the Turks, joining the Greek rebellion and becoming a fearless rebel legend that inspires her people. Having believed that she could leave her feelings behind, Christina must face off against the man who still loves her and wants to keep her safe, but who has now been tasked with her capture. Their encounters and skirmishes inevitably lead to a tragic confrontation during a pivotal battle between the Greeks and Turks that will change the course of history.

Look for the film in your local theaters and lend your support in raising awareness for this epic yet intimate human drama, which captures the spirit of Greece and depicts an important piece of our collective Greek history!

For more information about the film or to view the trailer, visit: cliffsoffreedomfilm.com

Follow the film for updates:
Instagram: @cliffsoffreedomfilm
Twitter: @cliffsfilm
Facebook: @officialCliffsOfFreedomFilm